
 
 
 
 
EPM Query Advanced HRMS Focus 
Course Number: HRP 200 
 
Description 
 
This full-day hands-on course is designed for EPM users that are familiar with the 
relational database concepts of joining reporting tables. The focus of the course is 
intended to strengthen users’ understanding of query design as well as instruct users in 
the specific challenges presented by complex queries. 
 
The class focuses on the following topics: 
 

How to create queries by joining more than two tables 
How to create user defined field joins 
Use of aggregate functionality and Having Criteria  
How to create union queries 
How to create sub-queries 
How to add custom SQL expressions to queries 
 
 
Hands-on Exercises: 
 
Exercise 1: Review, Join Tables 
Exercise 2: Union Query 
Exercise 3: Summary vs Detail, Aggregates 
Exercise 4: Expressions 
Exercise 5: Subquery 

 
Pre-Requisites:   EPM Query Basic; Access to Core-CT EPM and HRMS tables used in 
this class.  

 
  
 
 
 



 
 
 

EPM HRP 200 
 
Exercise 1:  
 
Creating a Query 
 
Scenario:  Design a query returning position funding sources for all active employees in 
your agency. 
 
Skills: Creating a Query, join tables, prompts, adding criteria, effective date 
  

Reference:  EPM Data Dictionary, HRMS Reporting Table Summary, EPM Job 
Aid: Reporting Table Indexes and Join Criteria  

 
Navigation:  Main Menu > Core-CT EPM > Reporting Tools > Query > Query 
Manager>Create New Query 
 

1. Employee information is on the reporting table, CTW_EMPLOYEE_VW, and 
position information is on CTW_POSITION. 

 
2. Utilizing the EPM Job Aid – Reporting Table Indexes and Join Criteria 

(embedded excel spreadsheet), determine whether or not these two tables can be 
joined. 

 
3. Note: The two tables can be successfully joined by the field: POSITION_NBR 

 

 
 

4. Navigate to the Query Manager page 
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5. Select the Create New Query link, which will automatically take you to the 
records tab 

 
 

6. Enter the primary record for the new query, CTW_POSITION in the Search 
By>Record Name search field 

 
7. Select Search 

 
8. On the search results page, select Add Record which is located right of the 

record name, CTW_POSITION 
 
 
 

9. Select Ok.  You are now on the Query tab. 
 

Results: Upon adding the record, the effective date pop up notification appears 
stating, “An effective date criteria has been automatically added for this effective 
dated record.” 

 
10. Within the listing of fields, select the following fields: DEPTID, 

POSITION_NBR, CT_POSITION_DESCR, ACCT_CD, FUND_CODE, 
CLASS_FLD, PROGRAM_CODE, PROJECT_ID, BUDGET_REF, 
DIST_PCT, UNION_CD, MAX_HEAD_COUNT, POSN_STATUS 

 
 

11. Return to the Records Tab to select the second record for the new query 
 

12. Enter the secondary record for the new query, CTW_EMPLOYEE_VW in the 
Search By>Record Name search field 

 
13. Select Search 

 
14. On the search results page, select Join Record which is located right of the 

record name, CTW_EMPLOYEE_VW 
 
 

15. Select record to be joined, CTW_POSITION. 
 
 

16. Auto Join Criteria page will appear.  Accept join type: Standard Join.  
Customize default criteria by deselecting the box for the join criteria: 
A.EFFSEQ=B.EFFSEQ, A.DEPTID=B.DEPTID.  Note: The job aid 
reference Reporting Table Indexes and Join Criteria indicates this to be invalid 
join criteria. 
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17. Select Add Criteria button to accept modified default field joins.  Note: A pop-
up notification will appear stating that the CTW_EMPLOYEE_VW table is an 
effective dated table.  Select okay to acknowledge. 

 
18. Within the listing of fields from the record, CTW_EMPLOYEE_VW, select 

the following fields: EMPLID, EMPL_RCD, EFFDT, EMPL_STATUS, 
LOCATION, CT_LOCATION_DESCR, NAME, ACTION, 
CT_ACTRSN_DESCR, ACTION_DT 

 
 

19. Locate and select the Fields tab 
 
 
To add criteria/prompt to a reporting Field from the Fields tab 
 

20. Select the Add Criteria icon represented by the picture of a funnel located to the 
right of the Field name, EMPL_STATUS 

 
21. Select in list as a condition type from the drop down menu 

 
22. Select the looking class icon located within the Expression 2, Edit List to 

display the predetermined values for this field 
 

23. Select the add value key for the following values: A=active, L=leave of 
absence, P=leave w/pay, and S=suspended 

 
24. Select OK after validating the list of members displayed on the Edit Criteria 

Properties page 
 
 
 

Results: You have established selection criteria for the Field, EMPL_STATUS.   
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PLEASE NOTE: If you are required to enter alpha values, make sure these are 
capitalized.

 
25. Locate the Field titled, DEPTID, on the Fields tab 

 
26. Select the Add Criteria icon represented by the picture of a funnel located to the 

right of the Field name, DEPTID 
 

27. Select like as a condition type from the drop down menu 
 

28. Within the Choose Expression 2 Type, select the prompt radio button 
 

29. Within the Expression 2 box, select the New Prompt link 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Results: The Edit Prompt Properties page appears.  Remember: Prompts cannot be 
reordered; they must be created in the order they will appear at runtime. 

30. Locate the Heading Text field and enter Department (like- %) 
 

31. Locate the Edit Type drop down menu and select No Table Edit 
 

32. Select Ok twice 
 
 
Review and Save 
 

33. Select Save As located in the row of links at the bottom of the query page to 
save your query. 

 
34. Name your query using standard naming conventions, description as well as 

identify a folder to save in, if appropriate.  Note: All queries should be saved as 
PRIVATE.   

 
 
Test Query 
 

35. Select Run to Excel located to the right of your saved query name on the Query 
Manager page.  Enter appropriate values when prompted.   
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Exercise 2:  
 
Union Query 
 
Scenario:  Build a query to provide a list of all active employees and active positions by 
agency.  
 
Skills: Union query, prompt, expressions as place holders.  Union queries are used when 
the tables cannot be successfully joined and data is required from both tables.  
 

References:  EPM Data Dictionary, HRMS Reporting Table Summary 
http://www.core-ct.state.ct.us/epm/ 

 
EPM Job Aid: Reporting Table Indexes and Join Criteria http://www.core-

ct.state.ct.us/epm/jobaids/  
 
Union Queries 
 

a. A union query is two select statements brought together in the same query, 
basically two queries running simultaneously. 

b. Use a union query to combine records that have no fields in common to 
retrieve similar values. 

c. Unions are especially valuable to avoid situations where a record join will 
produce inaccurate results.  For example, when joining the employee and 
position tables, only those positions which are filled will be returned. 

d. If one simple rule is followed, union queries will always execute properly.  
The two portions of the query must have the same number of fields, in the 
same order like to like (field type and length).  The field type must be 
exact and length similar.  To achieve this, use literal expressions as 
placeholders. 

e. The “balancing” literals can be generic, character is ‘’(two single 
apostrophe marks), number is 0 (zero); or you can designate a word, 
between the two apostrophe marks (‘vacant’) or integer (‘2’) to clarify the 
report content. 

f. The table with the largest field sizes must be chosen as the top level of the 
query. 

g. Unions retrieve unique rows only.  If both select statements retrieve the 
same row, the row will only appear once in the final output. 

h. You cannot use the long or short translate values in union queries. 
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Navigation:  Main Menu > Core-CT EPM > Reporting Tools > Query > Query 
Manager>Create New Query 
 

1. Employee information is on the reporting table, CTW_EMPLOYEE_VW; 
position information is on CTW_POSITION. 

 
2. Select the Create New Query link, which will automatically take you to the 

records tab 
 

3. Enter the first record for the new query, CTW_EMPLOYEE_VW; select 
Add Record 

 
 
 
 

4. Select Ok.  You are now on the Query tab. 
 

 
 

 
 

5. Within the listing of fields, select the following fields: DEPTID,  
 

Results: Upon adding the record, the effective date pop up notification appears 
stating, “An effective date criteria has been automatically added for this effective 
dated record.” Effective date logic is built into the design of the table/record.  When 
data is updated by adding a row, there is a date associated with each row; the system 
retains the previous row as history.  Effective date logic allows for the return of the 
most current information and also can provide historical or future dated rows. To 
retrieve the most current information, effective dated logic asks for the most current 
row dated less than or equal to today 

 
4. Select the following fields to be displayed in the Top Level of the query: 
 

Col Record.Fieldname Format Ord XLAT Agg Heading Text 

1 A.EMPLID-EmplID Char11   EmplID 

2 A.EMPL_RCD-Empl Rcd Nbr Num 3.0   Empl Rcd# 

3 A.EFFDT-Effective Date Date   Eff Date 

4 A.NAME-Name Char50   Name 

5 A.POSITION_NBR-Position Number Char8   Position 

6 A.LOCATION-Location Code Char10   Location 

7 A.FTE-FTE Num 4.6   FTE 

8 A.FULL_PART-Full/Part Time Char1 N  Full/Part 

9 A.REG_TEMP-Regular/Temporary Char1 N  Reg/Temp 

10 A.UNION_CD-Union Code Char3   Union Code 

11 A.EMPL_STATUS-Employee Status Char1   Employee Status 
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6.  Click on the New Union hyperlink at the bottom of the page. 
 
7. You will automatically be taken to the Records Tab.  Enter the second 

record for the new query, CTW_POSITION in the Search By>Record 
Name search field 

 
8. Select Search 

 
9. On the search results page, select Add Record which is located right of the 

record name, CTW_POSITION. 
 
 

10. Select the following fields to be displayed in the Union 1 Level of the query  
 
 

Col Record.Fieldname Format Ord XLAT Agg Heading Text 

1 ‘VACANT’ Char11   VACANT 

2 0 Num 3.0   0 

3 A.EFFDT-Effective Date Date   Eff Date 

4 ‘ ‘ Char50   ‘ ‘ 

5 A.POSITION_NBR-Position Number Char8   Position 

6 A.LOCATION-Location Code Char10   Location 

7 A.FTE-FTE Num 4.6   FTE 

8 A.FULL_PART-Full/Part Time Char1 N  Full/Part 

9 A.REG_TEMP-Regular/Temporary Char1 N  Reg/Temp 

10 A.UNION_CD-Union Code Char3   Union Code

11 ‘ ‘ Char1   ‘ ‘ 

 
 

 
 

Please note: Columns 1,2, 4, and 11 are populated by “Balancing Literals”, or place 
holders. Since union queries require the same number and data type of field at each level, 
we need to put in place holders to balance the fields.  
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11. To create the Balancing Literals, go to the Expression Tab. Click Add 
Expression. 

 

 
 

12. Choose the expression type and field length. The field attributes must match 
the corresponding field in the Top Level portion of the query.  Character 
fields are designated by ‘’(two single apostrophe) in the expression text box; 
numerical fields by 0 (zero). Create the literals required for fields 1, 2, 4 and 
11. 

 
Example Field 1 
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13. Click Okay and use as field.  
 

14. Once complete with creating the four balancing literal fields then go to the 
Fields Tab, select the Reorder/Sort Button. Re-number the fields to match 
the field output in step 10. 

 
15. Set up the required criteria.  

 
 
 

Remember, union queries are separate queries running at the same time, so criteria 
must be set up independently on each level.  

 
 
 

16. Top Level: 
  EMPL_STATUS in list A, L, P, S 
  DEPTID like Prompt 1 
 
17. Union 1 Level: 
  EFF_STATUS= A 
  DEPTID like Prompt 1 
 

 
18.  Save the query and execute to Excel. 
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Exercise 3:  
 
Summary vs. Detail 
Aggregates  
 
Scenario:  Build a query to provide a count of employees by location.  Present data in a 
summary form rather than in detail. 
 
Skills: Data sampling, aggregate functionality, having functions 
 
  

References:  EPM Data Dictionary, HRMS Reporting Table Summary 
http://www.core-ct.state.ct.us/epm/ 

 
Aggregate Functions and Having Criteria 
 

a. The Query Manager Tool provides the basic arithmetic operators of sum, 
count, minimum, maximum, and average. These are called the aggregate 
functions in Peoplesoft. 

b. Aggregate functions allow the presentation of data in summary form rather 
than in detail. 

c. Criteria can be established on aggregate fields. Criteria placed on an 
aggregate field is called having criteria.  There is no difference in the 
selection process for the having criteria. 

 
 
Navigation:  Main Menu > Core-CT EPM > Reporting Tools > Query > Query 
Manager>Create New Query 
 

1. Employee information is on the reporting table, CTW_EMPLOYEE_VW. 
 
2. Select the Create New Query link, which will automatically take you to the 

records tab 
 

3. Enter the record for the new query, CTW_EMPLOYEE_VW; select Add 
Record 
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4. Select Ok.  You are now on the Query tab. 

 
 

 
 5.  Select the following fields to be displayed in the query: 

 
  NAME, LOCATION, CT_LOCATION_DESCR  
 
 

6. Set up the criteria. 
  DEPTID like Prompt 
  EMPL_STATUS in list A, L, P, S 
 

7. Save the query and execute to Excel.  Validate the data. 
 
8. Set up the aggregate of Count on the field NAME.  Go to the Fields Tab, click the 
 Edit Button, then the radio button COUNT. 
 
9. Click the Text Radio button and re-name the column, Number of Employees. 
 
10. Add Having criteria to the aggregate field Number of Employees.  

 
Having is the Peoplesoft term for criteria placed on a field which has an aggregate 
function applied to it.  
 

11. Click the Add Criteria Icon, funnel for the field NAME, select condition type 
Greater than and a constant value of 10. The query is now limited to return only a 
count of employees by location where the number of employees is greater than 
10. 

 
 
Alternative Method of placing criteria on an aggregate field 
 

12. Go to the Having Tab. Click the Add Having Criteria button. 
 

13. Click the looking glass to choose the aggregate field.  In this case, the only 
 available field is NAME. 
 
14. Choose condition type greater than and a constant of 10. 
 
15. Save the query and execute to Excel.  Validate the data. 
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Exercise 4:  
 
Expressions 
 
Scenario:  Modify an existing query to provide employee overtime information 
 
Skills: Expressions: Substring, Concatenate, Decode, Using an expression in criteria 
 
  

References:  EPM Data Dictionary, HRMS Reporting Table Summary 
http://www.core-ct.state.ct.us/epm/ 

 
Expressions 
 

a. Expressions are calculations the Query Manager tool performs to provide 
values not available by default. 

b. Numerical calculations using one or more fields.  
c. Concatenate: Combine more than one field to display as one. 
d. Substring: Display only part of a field. 
e. Literal Expressions:  Used as placeholders. 
f. Decode:  If, then logic. If the result of the first search is false, then the 

second value will be returned.  
 For example: DECODE(UNION_CD,16,HOURLY_RT,0)  reads, if the union 
 code =16, then report the hourly rate, if the union code does not equal 16, report 0 

 
 
Navigation:  Main Menu > Core-CT EPM > Reporting Tools > Query > Query 
Manager>Advanced Search 
 

1. Advanced search, Folder option, CLASS 
 

2. Locate the query: CLASS_OVERTIME_QUERY 
 
All expressions are set up in the same manner.  
 

3. Go to the Expressions Tab. Click the Add Expression button. 
 

4. Define the expression by selecting expression type, length and number of decimal 
 places if applicable.  For the first example, we will multiply the value in the field 
 HOURLY_RT*1.5. 
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5. Choose expression type, Signed Number, length 20, decimals 6. 
 
6. Click in the Expression Text Box. Click the Add Field link and choose the field  

          B.HOURLY_RT, finish the expression by typing *1.5. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

7. Click Okay and the Use as Field link to display the results of the expression in the 
final report.  
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Substring 
 
The Substring functionality allows the return of a portion of a field, for example the first 
three letters of the field DEPTID, department. 
 

 
 
 

8. Click Okay and the Use as Field link to display the results. 
 
 
 
Concatenate 
 
The Concatenate functionality combines more than one field into one. Remember to 
adjust the field length to accommodate the combination. The “pipes” must be 
surrounded by spaces.  
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9. Click Okay and the Use as Field link to display the results. 

 
 
 
 
Decode 
 
The decode expression follows the if, then functionality of other software programs.  The 
format for the Query tool is: DECODE(field name A, result 1,field name B, result 2).  
This reads If field name A =result1, if not, then field name B=result 2.  Or to rephrase, If 
the result from the first statement is false, then the value indicated in the second statement 
will be returned.   Remember to set the field type and length from the expected result.  
 
The logic for the sample expression is: If the employee’s union code is 16, the hourly rate 
will display, all other union codes will display 0. 
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Note: The value for union code is a character text field so the value must be enclosed 
by single apostrophe marks.  
 
 
10. Click Okay and the Use as Field link to display the results. 

 
 
Use Expression to establish criteria. 
 

11. Go to the Fields Tab. 
 
12. Click the Add Criteria icon, funnel for the expression SUBSTR(B.DEPTID,1,3), 

condition type equal to, prompt radio button, new prompt link.  
 
Note: There is no defined Field Name because the expression is a user defined query 
specific field. The heading text field is also blank.  
 

13. Fill in the Heading text. Agency =. 
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14.  Add a date stamp to your query. 
 

 
 
 
15.  Click Okay and the Use as Field link to display the results.  
 
 
Date Manipulation 
 
16. Show the date as the day of the week 
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17.  Age Calculation in years, months and days. 

 
 
Years 
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Months 
 

 
 
 
Days 
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18.  Calculate the difference between two dates: 
 
 

 
 
 
 
19.  Save the query, execute to excel and evaluate.  
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Exercise 5:  
 
Subquery 
 
Scenario:  Build a query to provide a list of active employees by department for a 
snapshot time frame, one pay period.  
 
Logic: The subquery will use the detailed payroll table and select for pay end date and 
department. If an employee exists for these conditions, then that employee will be subject 
to the criteria set up in the outer query using the employee table.  
 
Skills: Develop a subquery, set up custom field joins, establish criteria. 
  

References:  EPM Data Dictionary, HRMS Reporting Table Summary 
http://www.core-ct.state.ct.us/epm/ 

 
EPM Job Aid: Reporting Table Indexes and Join Criteria  

http://www.core-ct.state.ct.us/epm/docs/rptng_tbl_ndxs_in_crtr.doc 
 
Subqueries: 
 

a. A subquery is a query within a query.   
b. Subqueries enable you to compare the value for a field in the outer query 

to the results of the inner query.  
c. A subquery can retrieve only one data field from a single table. The 

subquery can contain table joins and criteria can be set up on many fields 
without using the results as a field. 

d. The results of the subquery are not displayed.  The query results are 
limited by the results of the subquery. 

e. Single value subqueries use the condition types of exists or does not exist, 
in other words, the results are true or false. 

f. Using exists or does not exist require a link between a field in the 
subquery and the outer query.  You must set up table join criteria. 

g. Subqueries can also be set up using “in list” or “not in list”.  These are 
multiple value subqueries.  If you set up a “exists” or “not exists” and get 
the error message, not a single value subquery, change the condition type 
to one of the list formats. 
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Navigation:  Main Menu > Core-CT EPM > Reporting Tools > Query > Query 
Manager>Create New Query 
 

1. Select the record CTW_EMPLOYEE_VW 
 

2. Choose the fields: 
 

Col Record.Fieldname Format Ord XLAT Agg Heading Text 

1 A.EMPLID - EmplID  Char11           ID  
2 A.EMPL_RCD - Empl Rcd Nbr  Num3.0           Empl Rcd#  
3 A.NAME - Name  Char50           Name  
4 A.DEPTID - Department  Char10           DeptID  
5 A.EMPL_STATUS - Employee Status  Char1     N     Status  

6 A.JOB_INDICATOR - Job Indicator  Char1     N     Job Indicator  
7 A.LOCATION - Location Code  Char10           Location  
8 A.CT_LOCATION_DESCR - Location 

Description  Char30           Location 
Descr  

 
3. Set up the criteria: 
 
 DEPTID like Prompt 
 EMPL_STATUS in list A, L, P, S 
 
Set up the subquery 
 
4. Click the Add Criteria  funnel icon for the field EMPLID 
 
5. Condition type is exists 
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6. Click the hyperlink, Define/Edit Subquery 

 
 
7. In the Record search box, type in CTW_DET_PAYROLL 

 
 

8. Click Add Record for CTW_DET_PAYROLL 
 
 

9. Select the field EMPLID. Remember, only one field can be selected in a 
subquery. 

 
 

10. From the Subquery, set up the custom joins between CTW_DET_PAYROLL and 
CTW_EMPLOYEE_VW.  

 
 

11. On the Criteria Tab, click the Add Criteria Button. Set B.EMPLID equal to 
A.EMPLID  

 
 

12. Next, set B.EMPL_RCD equal to A.EMPL_RCD 
 
 

13. Set up a prompt on the Field PAY_END_DT. 
 
 

14. Save and execute the query for one pay period.  
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